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Riesz products are a useful apparatus for constructing singular

functions with special properties. They have been an important

source of counterexamples in various branches of analysis. We present

here some relations between the structure of a Riesz product and the

smoothness of the nondecreasing function it generates.

1. Preliminaries. Let <p(x) be a continuous complex-valued func-

tion defined on 0 ¿ x ¿ 2ir. The modulus of continuity oí <p is the func-

tion

u(t) = u(t; <p) =    sup     | <f>(x) - 4>(y) \ .
l»-»lá»

<p belongs to the Lipschitz class Aa (0<a^l) if a(t) =0(t") as t—»0.

Extend <p(x) to — <x> <x<<x> by defining

<j>(x) = k[<p(2ir) - <t>(0)] + <p(x - 2krc)

for 2kir¿x¿2(k + l)ir, k= ±1, ±2, • • • . If there is a constant A

such that

| <p(x + k) - 2<b(x) + <p(x-h)\¿ Ah,       h>0,

we say that <p is of class A*. For every a < 1, Ai CA* CAa. In fact [5,

p. 44], 0£A* implies a(t) = 0(t log 1/t).
Suppose now that <£(0) =<p(2w), and that

CO

<t>(x) ~   2~2 bneinx,       \b-n\  =  \bn\.

Lemma 1. If

tr

¿Z n | ô„ |   = 0(N1~"),        0<a¿l,
n-l

then (pQAa. For a<l, the converse is true if bn^0, » = 1, 2, • • • .

Lemma 2. If

ZZ n | bn |  = 0(log N),   then   u(t; <b) = 0(t log 1/t).
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Lemma 3. If <££A* and o„^0, n = l, 2, • • • , then

N

2Zn2\bn\  =0(N).
n-l

These results can be verified (in greater generality) by well known

elementary techniques, and the proofs are omitted. (Compare [l],

where there is a proof of Lemma 3.)

2. Riesz products. Let wi, n2, ■ ■ • be positive integers such that

rtj+i/nj ^ q> 3,       j = 1, 2, • • • ;

and let ci, a2, • • •  be nonzero real numbers with — 1_ay = l. Then

IH, - »i +•••+*» ¿ nk(\ + I/o + • • • + I/o*-1) < —q— nk,
o - 1

so that

(1) (1 — I/?)/** < »* á /¿t.

Now consider the trigonometric polynomials

MO = LT (i + <*>cos wi0 = i + 2~Lc'cos vi-
y-i »-i

The c, are constructed from the a¡ through the identity cos nt cos mt

= \[cos(n+m)t+cos(n—m)t]. Specifically, c, = 0 unless p is of the

form

(2) v = n¡, ± nit_x ± • • • + niv

where \'ûji<j2< • ■ ■ </.. If v has the form (2), then

(3) c, = 2-'+1oJ1o,-1 ... Oj,.

Thus there are 2*_1 coefficients with the same value (3), correspond-

ing to the 2*_1 distinct integers v in a particular set (2). We shall make

use of the relations

(4)     i + Z |c| =fl(i+ kl);»—i ¡—i
k-X ilk

(5) T* - rt_! = nkak II (1 + «>)>       where r* = £ «*•
,=1 r-l

To prove (4), we need only note that

ßk k

MO) = i + £ f. = IT a + «i)
»-i      j-i
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and that the sequence {|ay| } generates the sequence {|c,| }. The

sum r*—r*_i is actually extended only over the integers of the form

(2), where/, = k. On the other hand, the sum of all v in any particular

set (2) is obviously 2*-1w*. Thus

¿Z vc' — »*«*ff/i • • ' a;.-i

if the sum is extended over a particular set (2). Summing over all

sets (2), we obtain (5).

It can be shown [3], [5, p. 208] that

F(x) = lim    I   pk(t) dt
t—.00     J o

exists for all x, 0 ¿x ¿ 2x, and is a continuous nondecreasing function.

Theorem 1. If

h i-a

(6) IT (1 + I *i I ) = 0(nh   ),       0<«al,
3 = 1

then FQAa. For a < 1, the converse is true if all a¡>0.

Theorem 2. If

11(1+ |ay I) = 0(lognt),

thenu(t; F) = 0(t log 1/t).

Proofs. Consider the function

CO

(7) *(*) = i[F(x) - x] ~   2Z b>ei,z>       o, = cw/2v.

In view of (1) and (4), the relation (6) implies

1 + £ \c. |  ¿ Apl~",       k - 1, 2, • • -,
r-l

where A is a constant. Given an arbitrary positive integer N, choose

k such that pk-i<N¿pk. Then

\<p (x + h) - 2<p(x) + 4>(x - h) | ¿ Ah,       h > 0,

i + E U'I =na+ |o,-l) = (i+ l«*l)|"i+E l^ll
»=i y-i L y=l J

¿ 2Ap]Z°i ¿ 2AN1~"

This for all N implies $£Aa, by Lemma 1 ; hence FQAa- Theorem 2
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follows similarly from Lemma 2. The converse in Theorem 1 is im-

mediate from Lemma 1, since a¿>0 implies c,^0.

We mention one application of Theorem 1. If |ay| ^Af^l, then

(8) F E A„,       a = 1 - log(l + M)/log q,

and this statement is best possible. For M = 1, (8) was noted by

Zygmund [5, p. 230, problem 23].

The function F generated by a Riesz product is either purely

singular (F'(x) =0 a.e.) or absolutely continuous. In fact, there is the

following basic theorem, due to Zygmund [4, p. 440], [5, p. 209].

Theorem A. The function F is singular if and only if £«* = «>. If

£o2< oo, then F is absolutely continuous and F'EL2.

The second statement follows from the fact that convergence of

2~laj implies convergence of J^c2,. Zygmund pointed this out [4,

p. 438], but with no explicit proof. We give here a proof suggested by

A. L. Shields. In fact, it is just as easy to prove something more gen-

eral: For any p>0, £|c,|p<oo if and only if £|aJ'|p<c°. Indeed,

È I c,\p = E klp + 2 E (2-1\aiaj\ )p + 22  £  (2~21 0,0,0* | )'
r=l i \<j i<j<k

+   ■  ■   ■

00

= 2P-1 II (1 + 21-» | aj \p) - 2*-\
i=l

But the infinite product converges if and only if 2~L \ aj \ p < °°.

3. The class A*. In a recent investigation of certain pathological

domains in the complex plane [l], it was of key importance to con-

struct a singular nondecreasing function of class A*. As a consequence

of the theory, it was pointed out that a certain geometric example

of Keldys and Lavrentiev implies the existence of such functions.

G. Piranian and J.-P. Kahane [2] later gave constructions based

directly on the definition of A*. It is natural to ask whether such a

function can be constructed by means of a Riesz product. The exam-

ple a¡ = \, m,- = 22' shows (by Theorem A and Theorem 2) that Riesz

products are capable of producing singular functions with co(t)

= 0(t log 1/f). This would seem to be encouraging, because A* func-

tions must have this degree of smoothness. The answer, however, is

negative.

Theorem 3. No Riesz product can generate a function F which is

both singular and of class A*.
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Proof. If P£A*, the same is true of the function <ï> given in (7).

Suppose first that fly>0, j = l, 2, • • • . Then all e,^0, and by

Lemma 3,

N

2Z »c, = 0(N).
r-l

Taking (5) and (1) into account, we conclude that

(9) ak E (1 + ay) ¿C,       k = 2, 3, • • • .
3-1

The next step is to show that (9) implies 2Zaj < °° > which (by

Theorem A) will finish the proof in the case öy>0. For this we present

an ingenious argument due to D. J. Newman (private communica-

tion). It rests on the two simple inequalities

(10) e*i2 ¿1 + x.
0 < x<, 1.

(11) x ¿ 3(1 - er"2),

From (9) and (10) we find

(12) ak¿C exp I -— ¿ aX .

Without harm, we may suppose C=3. Then, by (11),

(13) ak ¿cll-expi-jak\~\.

Multiplication of (12) and (13) gives

(14) al ¿ C* I exp j- — £ aX - exp j- — ¿ aX J.

If we sum (14) over 2¿k¿m, the dominant series telescopes, and we

find

¿Z a* = C >       m — 2, 3,
*=2

Finally, suppose that F(x)QA* is generated by a Riesz product

whose coefficients a¡ have arbitrary signs. Let G(:x;) be generated by

the Riesz product with coefficients ey = sgn a¡ and the same frequen-

cies »y. Set f(x) = F(x) — x and g(x)=G(x)—x; then the convolution
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h(x) = ^-f2lf(x-t)dg(t)EÁ*.
¿ir J o

Furthermore, if

00 00

df(x) ~ £ c, cos vx   and   ¿g(a;) ~2y, cos i»*,
»-1 r-l

then

« i
dh(x) ~ £ Acos "*»    where   d, = — c,y,.

»i 2

But for v oí the form (2), c, is given by (3), and

7, = 2-'+1ey1ei, • • • €/,.

Thus

¿, = 2-*+12-* | <*/,<»/, • • • oy, | .

This means that the function H(x) =h(x)+xE&* is generated by a

Riesz product with positive coefficients |ay|/2. Therefore, by what

we have already proved, £a2 < °o.
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